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Glutathione is an important antioxidant that plays an important role in myocardial remodeling. 
However, the exact mechanisms underlying the effects of glutathione on heart failure are elusive. This 
study aimed to investigate the mechanisms of glutathione in heart failure treatment based on network 
pharmacology technology. The gene expression profiles were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus 
database (GSE133054). Differentially expressed genes were identified by Gene Ontology analysis and 
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathway analysis. A protein protein interaction network was 
constructed to screen potential regulatory proteins. We identified 970 potential target genes of glutathione 
and 2381 differentially expressed genes of heart failure, with 80 genes overlapping in both groups. Gene 
Ontology analysis and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathway analysis showed that the 
important genes were mainly distributed in phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase-protein kinase B signaling 
pathway, mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling pathway, lipid and atherosclerosis pathway. In 
glutathione target genes-heart failure network analysis, 7 targets were identified, including tumor necrosis 
factor, vascular endothelial growth factor A, fibronectin 1, serine proteinase inhibitor 1, insulin-like growth 
factor binding protein 3, matrix metalloproteinase-1 and liquid oxygen, with serine proteinase inhibitor 1, 
insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3, fibronectin 1 and liquid oxygen significantly over expressed 
in heart failure. We utilized network pharmacology to systematically explore the mechanism of action of 
glutathione on heart failure and identified genes and pathways as potential therapeutic targets for heart 
failure.
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Heart Failure (HF) is one of the leading causes of 
morbidity and mortality worldwide, affecting at least 
26 million people globally with annual mortality rate 
of over 50 % in the end-stage group[1,2]. As a result 
of the complicated pathologic cascades involved in 
HF, a variety of pharmacologic remedies for HF have 
been applied, including diuretics，beta (β)-blockers, 
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin 
receptor blockers and spironolactone. While some 
patients with HF respond to appropriate therapy, 
many patients do not respond. The reason for the 
lack of response may be due to differences in clinical 
characteristics, underlying causes, biomarkers, genetic 
variants and protein expression. Therefore, effective 
therapy strategies for HF are urgently needed.

Glutathione (GSH) is an important intracellular 
antioxidant and redox potential regulator that plays a 
vital role in drug detoxification and elimination and 

in cellular protection from damage by free radicals, 
peroxides and toxins. It has been suggested that reduced 
GSH plays an important role in the pathogenesis of 
myocardial remodeling and dysfunction[3-5]. Adamy 
et al.[6] found that total GSH was depleted by 54 % in 
the left ventricle of human failing heart. In addition, 
there was a GSH deficiency in the left ventricle in 
2 mo post-myocardial infarction rats with chronic 
HF. Interestingly, treatment with the GSH precursor 
N-acetylcysteine for 1 mo normalized GSH in the left 
ventricle, improved left ventricular contractile function 
and lessened adverse left ventricular remodeling in 3 
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mo post-myocardial infarction rats. Modulating GSH 
levels as well as the activity of GSH related enzymes 
has held promise in a variety of therapeutic settings. 
Since GSH cannot be administered clinically, a variety 
of precursors or chemically modified analogues have 
been generated to mimic pharmacologic effects of 
GSH. However, the exact mechanisms underlying the 
effects of GSH on HF are elusive. 

Network pharmacology can decode the mechanisms of 
drug action with an overall view point, with the focus 
changing from "single protein target, single drug" to 
"multiple protein targets, multiple drugs"[7]. Currently, 
network pharmacology has been extensively utilized to 
explore the mechanisms of the drug on multiple targets 
in diverse diseases. Therefore, this study aimed to 
reveal the mechanisms of GSH in HF therapy based on 
network pharmacology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Differentially Expressed Gene (DEG) analysis:

The high throughput sequencing dataset GSE133054 
was downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus 
(GEO) database. Difference analysis was performed by 
R script using Linear Models for Microarray Analysis 
(LIMMA) R package, p<0.05 and (logFC>1) as cut 
off values for screening DEGs. The DEGs of the 
comparison group were shown as the volcano plot. 
The heat map and the hub gene expression data were 
generated using NetworkAnalyst online tools (https://
www.networkanalyst.ca/). 

GSH target genes identification:

The chemical structure of GSH was obtained from 
the PubChem database (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/). GSH target genes were screened from the 
PharmMapper database (http://www.lilab-ecust.cn/
pharmmapper/), the Similarity Ensemble Approach 
(SEA) database (http://sea.bkslab.org/) and the function 
of the target genes were analyzed by the Swiss Target 
Prediction database (http://www.swisstargetprediction.
ch/).

Gene functional and pathway enrichment analysis:

The Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis were 
based on the Metascape database (https://metascape.
org/). The DisGeNET database (https://www.disgenet.
org/) was used for gene-disease association analysis. 
The map of the KEGG signaling pathway was obtained 

from the KEGG database (https://www.genome.jp/
kegg/pathway.html). Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 
(GSEA) v4.1.0 was applied for analysis. p<0.05 
indicated significant pathways related to HF.

Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) network 
establishment:

The interaction of GSH target genes and DEGs of HF 
patients were obtained by the Venn diagram online 
tools (https://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.
html). Cytoscape 3.8.0 was used to determine GSH 
target genes-HF network. Furthermore, the STRING 
database (https://string-db.org/) was used to analyze 
PPI network of GSH targets and the link of the genes 
was calculated by CytoHubba application in Cytoscape 
software.

Statistical analysis:

All data were shown as mean±Standard Error of Mean 
(SEM) and analyzed by GraphPad Prism software 
version 9.0 (CA, USA). The comparison of two groups 
was analyzed using the two-tailed Student’s t-test. 
p<0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The left ventricles tissues high throughput sequencing 
dataset GSE133054 was used to analyze DEGs of HF. 
The gene expression analysis was made on Normal 
Control (NC) group and HF groups. The volcano plot 
and heat map of HF DEGs were shown in fig. 1. Total 
2381 DEGs were identified, including 749 up-regulated 
and 1632 down-regulated in HF patients as shown in 
fig. 2.

The chemical structure of GSH was obtained from the 
PubChem database as shown in fig. 2A. Based on its 
structure, PharmMapper database, SEA database and 
Swiss Target Prediction database were used to predict 
potential target genes of GSH. A total of 970 potential 
target genes were obtained from those databases. The 
function of the target genes was classified according to 
their biochemical criteria as shown in fig. 2B. 

We found 970 potential target genes of GSH and 2381 
DEGs of HF. As shown in fig. 3A, there were 80 genes 
in both groups and these target genes were not only 
HF related but also the targets of GSH. We constructed 
interactive GSH target genes-HF network as shown in 
fig. 3B, which indicated that GSH might have effect on 
HF by stimulating or inhibiting these target genes.
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Fig. 1: Bioinformatic analysis of DEGs in the left ventricular tissue of NC and HF patients, (A) The volcano plot of DEGs in the 
left ventricular tissue between the NC group and the HF group and (B) Heat maps of DEGs in the left ventricular tissue of the NC 
group and the HF group
Note: ( ): High expression and ( ): Low expression 

Fig. 2: Prediction of GSH target genes, (A): The chemical structure of GSH and (B): The classification of drug target genes according 
to their biochemical criteria

Fig. 3: Network analysis of GSH target genes and DEGs of HF, (A) Venn diagram of GSH target genes and DEGs of HF and (B) The 
network of GSH, HF and potential target genes. 
Note: Yellow nodes represented target genes
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A serial functional enrichment analysis was conducted 
to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 
overlapped genes. A variety of GO enrichment terms 
were enriched and a subset of representative terms from 
this cluster were selected and converted into a network 
layout. As shown in fig. 4A, the different colors 
indicated different GO terms, positive regulation of cell 
migration, reactive oxygen species metabolic process, 
focal adhesion, Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase- Protein 
Kinase B-mammalian Target of Rapamycin (PI3K-
Akt-mTOR) signaling pathway and Mitogen-Activated 

Protein Kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway were 
enriched. The top level GO Biological Processes (BP) 
terms were shown in fig. 4B. We found that the biological 
processes such as positive regulation of biological 
process, metabolic process, cellular component 
organization or biogenesis and cell proliferation were 
enriched. Summary of enrichment analysis in the 
DisGeNET dataset was shown in fig. 4C. We found 
that the diseases, such as inflammation, myocardial 
ischemia, hyperlipidemia and hypercholesterolemia, 
may be closely related to the cause of HF. 

Fig. 4: Gene function enrichment analysis of GSH target genes, (A) Network layout of GO enrichment analysis. Each term was 
represented by a circle node, its size was proportional to the number of input genes in that term and its color represented cluster 
identity; (B) The top level GO biological processes terms and (C) Summary of enrichment analysis in the DisGeNET dataset

Fig. 5: KEGG enrichment analysis of GSH target genes, (A) KEGG annotation of target genes. The number of genes enriched 
in each KEGG term was shown as the circle size, the p value shown as different colors and (B) the important genes were mainly 
distributed in the lipid and atherosclerosis pathway. 
Note: Arrows represented activation effect; T-arrows represented inhibition effect and segments showed activation effect or 
inhibition effect. The red nodes were the intersection genes
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In addition, 18 KEGG pathways were enriched and 
top 10 KEGG pathways were shown in fig. 5A. We 
found that the important genes were mainly distributed 
in the lipid and atherosclerosis pathway (fig. 5B), 
indicating that GSH might affect HF through the lipid 
and atherosclerosis pathway. We also found that PI3K-
Akt and MAPK signaling pathways were enriched, 
consistent with the results of GO analysis. 

In order to explore the relationship among 80 potential 
target genes, PPI network analysis was performed to 
construct network. The size of the circle indicated the 
gene links (fig. 6A) and a bar plot of the number of hub 
gene links was shown in fig. 6B. The hub genes such as 
Tumour Necrosis Factor (TNF), Vascular Endothelial 
Growth Factor A (VEGFA), Fibronectin 1 (FN1), 
Serine Proteinase Inhibitor 1 (SERPIN1), Insulin-
Like Growth Factor Binding Protein 3 (IGFBP-3), 
Matrix Metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-1) and Liquid 
Oxygen (LOX) may play important role in biological 
activity of GSH. Combined with GO network 
analysis, the Molecular Complex Detection (MCODE) 
algorithm was then applied to this network to identify 
neighborhoods where proteins were densely connected. 
We found two MCODE enriched in the PPI network as 
shown in fig. 6A. MCODE 1 (red) was the arachidonic 
acid metabolic process and MCODE2 (blue) was Naba 
matrisome associated as shown in fig. 6C. 

GSEA analysis of the overlapped genes was conducted 
to show changes in gene expression. GSEA enrichment 
plot demonstrated the degree of correlation between 
gene changes in cardiac hypertrophy (fig. 7A, 
SERPINE1 high expression) and MicroRNA-21 

(miR-21) targets in heart disease (fig. 7B, FN1 high 
expression), the Hallmark of the hypoxia (fig. 7C, LOX 
high expression) and PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling  
(fig. 7D, SERPINE1, LOX and IGFBP3 high 
expression) gene sets. 

Based on bioinformatic analysis of GSH target genes, 
and the results of the network and functional enrichment 
analysis, four hub genes including SERPINE1, IGFBP3, 
FN1 and LOX were selected to observe the expression 
pattern of HF dataset. We found that all the hub genes 
were significantly over expressed in disease group of 
HF dataset (p<0.05, fig. 8A-fig. 8D), indicating that 
these genes could be potential therapeutic targets for 
HF.

GSH is an antioxidant that plays an important role in 
vascular and cardiac function[8-10]. GSH deficiency is 
involved with HF progression and cardiac remodeling. 
Damy et al. found that GSH deficiency was involved 
in functional and structural cardiac abnormalities 
of patients with cardiac diseases. However, the 
pharmacological mechanism of GSH against HF has 
not been clearly clarified. To our knowledge, this is the 
first study to systematically explore the mechanism of 
the action of GSH on HF using network pharmacology 
method. 

With the strategy of database mining, we identified 
80 genes related to HF pathology and GSH treatment. 
To further understand the function of these genes, we 
performed PPI analysis and functional enrichment 
analysis. We found that the hub genes such as TNF, 
VEGFA, FN1, SERPINE1, IGFBP3, MMP1 and LOX 
may play a crucial role in biological activity of GSH 

Fig. 6: The interaction network of GSH target genes, (A) PPI network of GSH target genes and the size of the circle indicated the 
gene links; (B) Bar plot of the number of hub gene links and (C) MCODE components identified in the gene lists 
Note: ( ): Arachidonic acid metabolic process and ( ): Naba matrisome associated
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on HF. In particular, four genes SERPINE1, IGFBP3, 
FN1 and LOX were selected to validate the efficacy of 
GSH on HF.

SERPINE1 encodes plasminogen activator inhibitor 
type 1 (PAI-1), which serves as the primary inhibitor 
of uridylyl Phosphate Adenosine (uPA) and tissue 
plasminogen activator (tPA)[11,12]. SERPINE1 was 
involved in dilated ischemic cardiomyopathy[13]. In 
addition, SERPINE1 loss-of-function mutations were 
associated with cardiac fibrosis[14,15]. IGFBPs play a 
pivotal role in regulating physiological function of 
Insulin-Like Growth Factors (IGFs). As an important 
member of IGFBPs, IGFBP3 could induce hypertrophic 
response in neonatal rat cardiac myocytes[16]. IGFBP3 has 

been linked to hypertension, obesity and cardiovascular 
disease[17]. After acute myocardial infarction, IGFBP3 
level significantly increased, which was associated 
with improved outcomes and echocardiographic 
parameters[18]. FN1 gene encodes for FN protein, a 
glycoprotein present as the soluble dimeric form in 
plasma and as a dimeric or multimeric form at the cell 
surface and in the Extracellular Matrix (ECM)[19]. FN 
functions in cell adhesion and migration, metastasis 
and other cellular processes such as embryogenesis, 
wound healing and blood coagulation[20]. It has been 
shown that FN1 participates in ECM remodeling and 
its inhibition attenuates fibrosis and improves HF[21]. 
Increased expression of FN1 in the diseased hearts 

Fig. 7: GSEA of GSH target genes, (A): The GSEA enrichment plot demonstrated the degree of correlation between genes in cardiac 
hypertrophy; (B): miR-21 targets in heart disease; (C): The Hallmark of the hypoxia and (D): PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling gene sets

Fig. 8: The expression of GSH target genes in NC and HF groups of GSE133054 dataset, (A): The expression of SERPINE1, (B): 
IGFBP3, (C): FN1 and (D): LOX in different groups. 
Note: Values represented as mean±SEM (n=7), *p<0.05; **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001 vs. HF group
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suggested that FN1 could contribute to the pathology 
of HF[22]. LOX is an extracellular matrix-embedded 
protein. Animal studies showed that myocardial LOX 
could regulate the abundance of collagen type I[23,24]. 
A recent study suggested that LOX was associated 
with both formation and assembly of collagen network 
and subsequent LV adverse remodeling[25].We found 
that all four genes were differentially expressed in the 
GSE133054 dataset. Meanwhile, the expression of all 
four genes markedly changed after GSH treatment, 
suggesting that they are potential therapeutic targets for 
HF.

GO analysis showed that potential targets of GSH were 
mainly associated with various biological processes, 
such as the positive regulation of cell migration, 
reactive oxygen species metabolic process, focal 
adhesion, PI3K-Akt-mTOR signaling pathway and 
MAPK signaling pathways, which have been shown to 
be involved in the pathogenesis of HF[26-30]. Similarly, 
KEGG pathway enrichment analysis showed that some 
enriched pathways are known to exert anti-HF potential, 
such as PI3K-Akt signaling pathway[31], MAPK 
signaling pathway[32] and lipid and atherosclerosis 
pathway[33]. These signaling pathways could be the 
targets of GSH against HF.

In this study, we utilized network pharmacology to 
systematically explore the mechanism of action of GSH 
on HF. We identified genes and pathways as candidate 
therapeutic targets for HF and provided the basis for 
follow-up experiments to evaluate the potential of these 
genes and pathways in the treatment of HF.
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